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Cambridge University Press
dates from 1534 and is part of the University of Cambridge. Our mission is to unlock people's potential with the best learning and research solutions.

Our vision is a world of learning and research inspired by Cambridge:
• We enable people to achieve success by providing the best learning and research solutions
• We support our customers through continually improved content, experiences and care
• We use our profit for purpose, contributing to society by furthering the mission of our University
Cambridge University Press

- Environmentally Conscious
- Global employer
- Dedicated to sustainability
- Progressing education
- Committed to making knowledge accessible for all
- Publishing vital research
CUP Journals
Journals on Cambridge Core

- **400+ journals, 74% indexed in SCI/SSCI/AHCI**
- **6 journals rank Top 1* in 8 categories:**
  - Behavioral Sciences
  - History of Social Sciences
  - International Relations
  - Logic
  - Mathematics
  - Microscopy
  - Political Science
  - Biological Psychology
- **15 journals rank Top 5*, 32 journals rank Top10* in their categories**
- **72.8% journals are published with Academic societies and institutions worldwide**

*2018 Journals Citation Reports ©Clarivate Analytics
# Cambridge Journals - *Key Strengths*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Key Strengths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Mathematics**  | - Top 3 Publishers in Math and have in-depth cooperation with famous societies and associations  
                     - Publish the #1 and #3 journals in Mathematics*                                                                                                   |
| **Physics**      | - Originated from Newton’s college - Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics, Cambridge University  
                     - Publish several leading journals including the flagship Journal of Fluid Mechanics                                                            |
| **Computer Science** | - Publish the #1 journal in Logic*  
                     - Publish journals in Artificial Intelligence, programming, Robotics, and the Application of Mathematics to computer science                      |
| **Life sciences** | - Acquired CABI journals in 2006 (Centre for Agriculture and Biosciences International)  
                     - An extensive portfolio of established journals in Agriculture, Ecology and Conservation, and Animal Science |
| **Medicine**     | - Cover emergency and disaster medicine, epidemiology and infectious diseases, biomedical science, genetics, nutrition, mental health and psychiatry, and neuroscience                                              |
| **Language & Linguistics** | - The world’s leading publisher in language and linguistics  
                     - Cover theoretical, applied and sociolinguistics, represent a breadth of subfields in language and linguistics                                            |
| **Economics**    | - Indispensable for business and management studies  
                     - Strength in Econometrics, Economic history, Financial economics                                                                                           |
| **Politics**     | - Cambridge is the No. 1 Publisher in this field!  
                     - Publish 4 of Top 10% journals in Political Science, including the #1 journal* in both Political Science and International Relations                              |
| **Area studies** | - Span all geographical areas of the world, including a strong list in Asian Studies  
                     - Flagship journals including The China Quarterly (the #2 journal in Area Studies*)                                                                        |
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Cambridge Journals - Top 1* Journals

**Acta Numerica**
Impact Factor*: 7.417
Ranking 1/313 Mathematics

**Behavioral and Brain Sciences**
Impact Factor*: 17.194
Ranking 1/53 Behavioral Sciences
1/14 Psychology, Biological
4/267 Neurosciences

**The Journal of Economic History**
Impact Factor*: 1.683
Ranking 1/34 History of Social Sciences

**Microscopy and Microanalysis**
Impact Factor*: 2.673
Ranking 1/9 Microscopy

**International Organization**
Impact Factor*: 4.508
Ranking 1/91 International Relations
1/176 Political Science
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Cambridge Journals - High Impact Journals
Cambridge Core
Cambridge Core platform

Cambridge Core is our dedicated home for academic content, bringing both books and journals onto one platform

Cambridge Core houses all our content; journals, books, Elements, Companions, Histories, Journal Archive and provides a home for open access titles to be readily available online

In-house development ensures Cambridge Core can provide a home for future publishing, whilst adapting to changing researcher needs
Cambridge Core – Homepage
A clean, modern design with a focus on content search

Browse by subjects

View by products

Prominent search and browse options

Links to dedicated areas for librarians, authors, and publishing partners
Cambridge Core – Subject Hubs
Grouping content together by subject, across books, journals and collections

- Search within subject area across content types
- View books and journals list in the subject
- View featured and new titles in the subject
- View book series in the subject
- Links to subject news, events or social media
Cambridge Core – Search Results

Sort by relevance, title, publication date

Refine search by editing original terms

Filter by access, content type, Author name, publication date, etc

View whether you have access to content

Use the tick-boxes to select specific content
View content requests from users in your organization.

Update your organization details.

Download MARC records, OCLC control numbers & KBART lists.

Check what provide and request marketing support from Cambridge.

Download COUNTER complaint usage reports.

Download a list of your holding.

Download User guide and view training videos.

Download COUNTER complaint usage reports.